
act’s new apricot Portable is the first

personal computer on the market which

comes with speech recognition as a

standard feature. Costing £ 1 ,695 for an

8086-based system with flat LCD screen,

256K of RAM and single 720K disc drive,

the portable comes complete with a micro-

phone and bundled software which

includes two voice-driven packages.

ACT says the. voice-input system can

also be set up to work with most

commercial MS-DOS packages, with

spoken words producing character strings

as if they were being typed in at the

keyboard. A vocabulary of 64 words can

be active at any one time, and according to

ACT up to 64 vocabularies can be

swapped in with minimal delay from disc.

The ACT portable also features an

unusual double-sided mouse which can be

used as a trackball if you turn it over. Both

the mouse, which is available as an option,

and the system’s keyboard use a cordless

infrared link to connect to the main unit.

Details from ACT (U.K.) Ltd,

Shenstone House, Dudley Road,
Halesowen, West Midlands B63 3NT.
Telephone: 021-501 2284.

ACT backs voice

Omni-Reader
omni-reader lets you input ordinary type-

written or printed text into any computer

equipped with an RS-232 interface.

Scheduled for availability in the U.K.

before the autumn, the price of £400,

excluding VAT, places Omni-Reader well

within the range of many personal

computer users.

Omni-Reader consists of a flat board on

to which you clip the document you want

read, and a stylus containing a reading

head. You enter text by moving the stylus

line by line through the text. After each

line the Omni-Reader beeps to confirm

that the line has successfully been

converted to ASCII.

Omni-Reader is capable of reading most

typed or printed founts as long as it is first

given a sample of text written in the

appropriate order with which to calibrate

itself. Omni-Reader’s manufacturer,

Oberon, says it will be supplying pre-

defined founts in popular disc formats

which will allow faster data entry speeds up

to about 20 cps. Four standard

founts come built-in with the system.

Interface software to allow Omni-
Readerto be used to input text directly to

packages using non-ASCII formats like

Lotus 1-2-3 and WordStar will also be

available for the IBM PC, Apricot,

Macintosh, Apple II and BBC computer.

Contact Oberon International, Unit A2, 2

Hall Road, Maylands Wood Estate,

Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire.

Telephone: (0442) 3803.

Alternative
keyboard
versions of the Maltron keyboard are

available for the BBC computer, Apple II,

Pied Piper and Research Machines 380Z
and 480Z.

Proponents of the Maltron keyboard

say it is both easy to learn and much faster

in use than the conventional QWERTY
layout keyboard. This is not difficult to

believe since the original purpose of the

QWERTY layout when it was devised,

over 100 years ago was to slow down
typists because early mechanical
typewriters were easily jammed.
The alternative Maltron layout divides

the keys into two sculpted groups for the

fingers, and two separate groups for the

thumbs. The letters which occur most
frequently in English text are placed under

the normal finger and thumb resting-

positions for speed.

BBC and Pied Piper Maltron keyboards

cost £175 plus VAT, Apple and RML
version £295 plus VAT. PCD Maltron also

makes single-handed and mouth-stick

operated keyboards for disabled computer

users the prices of which are generally the

same as for Maltron keyboards. Details

from PCD Maltron Ltd, 15 Orchard Lane,

East Molesey, Surrey KT8 0BN.
Telephone: 01-398 3265.

Video camera
interface
images from video camera, disc or VCR
can be transferred to the BBC or RML
380Z computers with Data Harvests’s

video camea interface. Costing £174

excluding VAT, the product consists of an

interface box and software on disc.

The box converts signals from the video
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